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Abstract 
The drag reduction is experimentally investigated by means of injecting micro bubble in a large towing 
basin for a vessel model, which is a 1700mm long fiat bottom mid-body. There are two battens at 
the side of the bottom for preventing micro bubbles from transgressing at buoyancy. Micro bubbles 
are injected from two perforated platesfixed respectively at the bow and in the middle of the bottom 
of the model. Two air injection equipments are located at the bow and mid of the model respectively. 
Refer to Figure i. 
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Figure 1" Model size and perforated silicon plate fixing position 

The test is carried out at three waterline of vessel model, five speeds of tow truck, and five gas flow 
rates with three injection forms. Comparing with no bubbles, the results show that the efficiency of 
drag reduction by micro bubble injection low waterline is better than deep waterline when the Froude 
number Fr _<0.646 under the condition of same gas flow rates both at the bow and the mid at same 
time and only at the bow. The angle of trim is smaller at low waterline than deep when Fr <0.646, 
and there are more increase of the trim angle when Fr >0.646. 
The results show that the efficiency of drag reduction by micro bubbles injection both at the bow 
and the mid of the vessel at same time is better than simply at the bow. The ratio of the total drag 
reduction about 32.8% is obtained. The effect on the ratio of the total drag reduction due to the trim 
of the vessel can be neglected at same speeds and different injection forms. 
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